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A Police picket

David W. of  Atlanta, Georgia (USA) has sent me these pic-
tures of  his nearly completed picket boat built to my plan 
(Sarik no. MM2098).  This is a picket boat with a difference, 
as Dave has chosen to model the Police boat version instead 
of  the Coast Guard version. 

The Police version had the engine mounted more aft to pro-
vide a small cabin with a galley, and the wheelhouse roof  was 
extended rearwards to enclose the front well deck and create 
a shelf  over the the engine house roof  for radio equipment.

Note the opening doors and other fine detailing on Dave’s 
model. He still has some items to complete, such as a davit 
for the roof  mounted dinghy and a ‘pike pole’ or boat hook, 
which presumably will clip to the side of  the cab-
in above the line of  portholes.

Now if  someone will just build 
one as a pre-war model with 
its shorter wheelhouse and 
bright colour scheme, it will 
complete the main vari-
ants of  this versatile 
Eldredge-
McInnis 
design.

Ensign’s report 
Some news snippets this issue, which marks a welcome improvement in 
the Coronavirus situation.  On 27th October subscribers to Model Boats 
magazine found two issues in their let-
terboxes (Sept. and Oct.) hopefully 
heralding a return to more regular 
deliveries. * Stephen has decided to 
document the epic build of  his trawler 
on both the Ships in Scale and Model 
Boats websites, respectively https://
shipsofscale.com/sosforums/threads/
working-steam-powered-wooden-drift-
er-trawler-formidable-lt100-1-24th-
scale.6093/, and https://model-
boats.com/blogs/81403#83503 * I 
can recommend this book (right) on the 
RAN crewed N-class destroyers of  
WW2 from the Navy Historical Society of  Australia.  It tells the story 

of  their active careers well 
and has some little-known 
facts, such as that it was 
HMAS Nepal that starred 
as HMS Torrin in one of  
the best movies of  WW2, 
In Which We Serve.  * An-
thony has adopted a rapid 
prototyping technique for the 

superstructure of  his patrol boat - essentially polyurethane foam blocks 
are brought to the correct shape by sanding down to interleaved frames, 
which may be of  cardboard. The result may used as is or fibreglassed 
for a tougher finish or plug for a mould.  Like all techniques, it has 
its pros and cons, but is 
worth experimenting 
with, especially for hulls 
and the like. * Finally, 
we have this photo of  
the latest vessel to join 
the Titan shipping line, 
the Uranus, captured  
China bound.
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